
Comments for Planning Application 24/00083/VARN

 

Application Summary

Application Number: 24/00083/VARN

Address: Stockbridge House High Street Stockbridge Hampshire SO20 6EX

Proposal: Variation of condition 02 (approved plans) of 21/01171/FULLN (Erection of three tourist

accommodation units) to alter the provision of windows, install decking platforms, and changes to

internal configuration

Case Officer: Katie Nethersole

 

Customer Details

Name: Mr Simon Jamieson

Address: Oakhanger, High Street, Stockbridge, Hampshire SO20 6EX

 

Comment Details

Commenter Type: Neighbour

Stance: Customer objects to the Planning Application

Comment Reasons:

  - Noise

  - Overlooking

  - Previous Planning Decisions

Comment:I would like to object to these changes .

I am confused as in previous correspondence the applicant has stated this building is both a

residential dwelling and then 3 tourist accommodations - which is it ?

I really feel this needs to be investigated to establish if the building complies to the planning

permission given previously.

Also I object to the further proposals esp the proposed decking area and new French doors on the

northwest side of the building which will have an impact on both privacy (overlooking) and

potential noise to the back gardens of us and our neighbours Homeleigh and Tilers Cottage .

I also would like to challenge - why in all the previous "block plans" a car is always highlighted to

the front of the new development when it has been very clear from previous planning approval that

access should be by the side of Stockbridge House , how can this be when the tables for the

Meadow Cafe have been permanently put in front of the access point but the reality is access is

always by the unauthorised unadopted road between The Pet Shop and The Book Shop- is this

the case and can the access to the "Tourist accommodation/ Resident Dwelling !!! " be clarified .

Does the planning committee have confidence in the applicant following its guidelines if approved

?.


